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Quantum error correcting codes and one-way quantum computing:
Towards a quantum memory
Dirk Schlingemann
Institut fu¨r Mathematische Physik, TU-Braunschweig
Mendelssohnstraße 3
38106 Braunschweig, Germany
For realizing a quantum memory we suggest to first encode quantum information via a quantum
error correcting code and then concatenate combined decoding and re-encoding operations. This
requires that the encoding and the decoding operation can be performed faster than the typical
decoherence time of the underlying system. The computational model underlying the one-way
quantum computer, which has been introduced by Hans Briegel and Robert Raussendorf, provides
a suitable concept for a fast implementation of quantum error correcting codes. It is shown explicitly
in this article is how encoding and decoding operations for stabilizer codes can be realized on a one-
way quantum computer. This is based on the graph code representation for stabilizer codes, on the
one hand, and the relation between cluster states and graph codes, on the other hand.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of quantum error correcting codes plays a
central role for the realization of quantum computational
processes. In particular, quantum information, that is
stored in a quantum system, has to be protected against
decoherence. The states of the “input system” describe
the quantum information we wish to store. These input
states are given by density operators ρ ∈ L1(K) acting
on an “input Hilbert space” K. The second system under
consideration is the “output system” whose states are the
density operators on an “output Hilbert space” H.
The output system is the one which is present in na-
ture, and in which we wish to encode quantum infor-
mation. All relevant decoherence processes operating on
the output system due to the coupling with the envi-
ronment. A possible description of decoherence is the
following: Consider a one parameter semi-group t 7→ Tt,
TtTs = Tt+s, of channels
1 acting on the observable al-
gebra of all linear operators on H. The channel Tt is
interpreted as the process of decoherence (error) that is
present at the “time” t. A quantum computational pro-
cess is only sufficiently reliable if the effect of errors is
below a threshold ǫ. We define the “decoherence time”
of the system to be the largest time s for which the cb-
norm ‖Ts − id‖ ≤ ǫ is below the tolerable threshold. For
most of the systems, which can be realized in experi-
ments, the decoherence time s is too small for a sensible
quantum memory.
In order to protect quantum information, we encode
quantum states of the input system into quantum states
of the output system. In the Heisenberg picture, which is
preferably used here, an encoding operation is described
by a channel E that maps the observable algebra B(H)
of the output system into the observable algebra B(K) of
1 In the Heisenberg picture, a channel T is a completely positive
map that preserves unit operator.
the input system. For receiving the encoded quantum in-
formation back, we also need a decoding operation which
is a channel D that maps the input observable algebra
into the output observable algebra.
We encode states of the input system via a channel
E to realize a quantum memory. After a certain time
t, the encoded quantum information is corrupted due to
the decoherence process Tt. The stored information is
recovered by an application of an appropriate decoding
operation D. The total channel that has been performed
operates on the input system and it is given by the com-
position ETtD. If this channel is close to the identity
‖ETtD− id‖ ≤ ǫ, we would have stored our quantum in-
formation successfully during the time t. For a reasonable
coding scheme, the storing time t is much larger than the
decoherence time s of the output system. The ratio t/s
can be increased by increasing the ratio dim(H)/dim(K)
of the dimension of the output system and the dimen-
sion of the input system. Thus, increasing the storing
time requires a larger amount of resources.
An alternative idea for obtaining large storing times
is to concatenate decoding and re-encoding operations.
Suppose we are able to store quantum information suc-
cessfully for a time t, i.e the channel ETtD is close to
the identity. Then we just recode the corrected quantum
information again, which corresponds to the operation
ETtDE. Again the system undergoes decoherence for a
further time t. Then the decoding operation is applied
once more. The channel ETtDETtD is close to the iden-
tity and we have stored our quantum information suc-
cessfully for a time period 2t. This heuristic picture is
only realistic, if we assume that the decoding re-endoding
operation DE can be performed much faster than the
typical decoherence time s of the output system.
For realizing a quantum memory, we are therefore
interested in “fast implementations” for encoding and
decoding operations. The model of one-way quantum
computing, introduced by Robert Raussendorf and Hans
Briegel [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] suggest to be an appropri-
ate base for realizing fast operations due to the intrinsic
2parallelism of this model. A one-way quantum computer
operates on a system of qudits (quantum digits). Ele-
mentary operations within this scheme are
• local preparation procedures which address every
qudit individually,
• one elementary step of an dynamics that corre-
sponds to two-qudit interactions,
• local measurement operations which operate inde-
pendent on each qudit,
• and conditional local unitary operations (depend-
ing on the measurement outcomes).
The parallelism of a one-way quantum computer is based
on the dynamics which is a global operation that ad-
dresses all qudits at the same time.
The pattern of two-qudit interactions defines a
“weighted graph” on the set of qudit positions. Namely,
two positions are connected by an edge, if the correspond-
ing qudits interact with each other. The “weight”, at-
tachted to an edge, is the “strength” of the qudit coupling
(which is an integral number for suitable interactions).
As we have discussed in previous articles [9, 10], an
encoding operation, called “graph code”, can be associ-
ated a “weighted graph” in a natural manner and there
is in fact a close relation between one-way quantum com-
puting and error correction via graph codes. The qudits
under consideration are grouped into “input” qudits and
“output qudits”. In [11] we have shown that the following
is true:
Every encoding procedure for a graph code can be im-
plemented on a one-way quantum computer by four ele-
mentary operations: (1) First one applies an appropriate
local preparation procedure: Every output qudit is pre-
pared in the “standard state” 1√
d
(|0〉+ |1〉+ · · ·+ |d−1〉).
(2) One elementary step of a discrete dynamics is per-
formed. This dynamics corresponds to the interaction
pattern which is given by the underlying graph. (3)
The input qudits are measured independently in the “x-
basis”, a suitable generalization of the σx-eigenbasis to
the non-binary case. (4) Depending on the measurement
outcome, a suitable local unitary operation is performed.
This is a scheme can be applied to all stabilizer codes
[12], since every stabilizer code has a graph code repre-
sentation as it is shown in [10, 13].
The main result of the paper is concerned with an im-
plementation of the decoding operation of a graph code.
It is based on a suitable extension of the coding graph by
adding “syndrome vertices” and edges that connect the
syndrome vertices with the output vertices in an appro-
priate manner. The syndrome vertices are the positions
of the syndrome qudits which are used to measure the
“error syndrome”.
Every decoding operation can also be implemented one
a one-way quantum computer by a sequence of four el-
ementary operations: (1) A local preparation procedure
is performed: The input qudits as well as the syndrome
qudits are prepared in the “standard state”. (2) One
inverse elementary step of the discrete dynamics, which
corresponds to the extended coding graph, is performed.
(3) The output qudits are measured independently in the
x-basis and the syndrome qudits are measured indepen-
dently in the z-basis which generalizes the σz-eigenbasis
to the non-binary case. (4) Depending on the measure-
ment outcome of the output and syndrome degrees of
freedom, a suitable local unitary operation is performed.
We mention at this point, that both operations, the
encoding and the decoding, are based on the same dy-
namics. This is of course what one expects as far as
the implementation of stabilizer codes by quantum cir-
cuits (consisting of one- and two-qudit elementary gates)
is concerned [14]. For the decoding one just uses the
reversed circuit.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we dis-
cuss the structure for encoding and decoding operations
in view of the stabilizer formalism for deriving an explicit
expression for the decoding operation.
Section III reviews the concept of stabilizer codes and
their graph code representations. It is also shown here
how to construct explicitly an error correcting scheme
from a given graph being associated with a quantum error
correcting code.
The content of Section IV begins with a brief de-
scription of the concept of one-way quantum computing.
Then we present here, with help of the results derived in
the previous sections, the an implementation for encod-
ing and decoding operations underlying the model of the
one-way quantum computer.
II. ON THE STRUCTURE OF ENCODING AND
DECODING OPERATIONS
Within this section, we describe the structure for en-
coding and decoding operations in view of the stabilizer
formalism. We denote by K the Hilbert space for the
“input system”. The density operators on K represent
input states which carry the information we wish to pro-
tect against decoherence. The states of the “output sys-
tem”, in which the information is encoded, are given
by density operators on a larger Hilbert space H with
dimH > dimK. The effects of decoherence are described
(in the Heisenberg picture) by a channels2 on the observ-
able algebra B(H) of the output system.
A. Error correcting schemes
As “error basis”, we consider a family of w = (wx|x ∈
X) of linearly independent unitary operators on the out-
put Hilbert space H. The effects of decoherence are de-
2 Completely positive unit-preserving maps on B(H)
3scribed by the set of all channels T on B(H) whose
Kraus operators are linear combinations of basis elements
in w. Thus, each channel T ∈ T has the form
T (a) =
∑
x,y∈X
tx,yw
∗
xawy (1)
where t = (tx,y|x, y ∈ X) is a positive matrix.
A complete family of mutually orthogonal isometries
v = (vg|g ∈ G) consists of isometries vg from the input
Hilbert space K into the output Hilbert space H such
that the ranges of vg and vh are orthogonal if g 6= h, i.e.
v∗gvh = δg,h1K and each vector in H is contained in the
range of one isometry vg, i.e.
∑
vgv
∗
g = 1H.
3
The elements of G can be interpreted as error syn-
dromes, whereas the elements in X corresponds to the
different types of errors. An error correcting scheme re-
lates an error x ∈ X to a syndrome g ∈ G. This relation
tells us what correction operation h ∈ H has to be per-
formed, whereH is a finite set whose elements correspond
to the possible correction procedures.
Definition. An error correcting scheme is a four-tuple
(w, v, u, γ) which consists of a unitary error basis w =
(wx|x ∈ X) in B(H), a complete family v = (vg|g ∈ G)
of mutually orthogonal isometries, a family u = (uh|h ∈
H) of unitary operators on the input Hilbert space K,
and a function γ:X × G × H → {0, 1} such that the
following conditions are fulfilled:
1. For each triple (x, g, h) ∈ X × G ×H the relation
γ(x, g, h) = 0 implies that
wxve = vguh (2)
holds for some e ∈ G.
2. For each x ∈ X there exists a pair (g, h) ∈ G ×H
such that γ(x, g, h) = 0.
3. Suppose γ(x, g, h) = 0 and γ(x′, g, h′) = 0 holds
for x, x′ ∈ X , h, h′ ∈ H and g ∈ G, then h = h′
follows.
The constraint γ(x, g, h) = 0 relates an error syndrome
g ∈ G to an error x ∈ X and an appropriate correction
procedure h ∈ H . Equation (2) describes the fact that
the chosen scheme h indeed eliminates the error x that
occurred. The function γ that fulfill the conditions 2.
and 3. is called a “syndrome table”.
B. Quantum error correcting codes associated with
error correcting schemes
To each error correcting scheme (w, v, u, γ) we asso-
ciate a quantum error correcting code (E,D) which con-
3 The set G has finite cardinality |G| = dimH
dimK
. A necessary and
sufficient condition for the the existence of a complete family of
mutually orthogonal isometries is that the dimension of input
Hilbert space divides the dimension of the output Hilbert space.
sists of an encoding and a decoding channel in order to
correct the errors which are caused by noisy channels in
T .
The encoding is the channel E that is implemented by
a single isometric Kraus operator ve. That is, an output
observable a ∈ B(H) is mapped to the input observable
E(a) = v∗eave. An appropriate decoding channel D :=
SC can be composed of a syndrome measurement S and
a correction operation C.
Syndrome measurement. The syndrome measure-
ment is an operation which assigns to a state of the out-
put system a state of the input system together with a
classical measurement result, the error syndrome g ∈ G.
In the Heisenberg picture, the syndrome measurement
is a channel S that maps an operator valued function
b:G→ B(K) to the operator
S(b) =
∑
g∈G
vgb(g)v
∗
g (3)
of the output observable algebra B(H).
Correction procedure. The correction procedure is a
conditional unitary operation which is performed on the
input system. Depending on the outcome g ∈ G of the
syndrome measurement, it transforms a state of the in-
put system. In the Heisenberg picture, the correction
is described by a channel C which maps an observable
b of the input system to an operator valued function
C(a):G→ B(K) which is given by
C(b)(g) :=
∑
(x,h)
c(x, g, h)uhbu
∗
h . (4)
We have introduced here the positive function c on X ×
G×H according to
c(x, g, h) =


n(g, h)−1 if γ(x, g, h) = 0
|X |−1δι,h if g ∈ Gγ
0 else
(5)
where ι is some element in H . Moreover, n(g, h) is the
number of error labels x ∈ X which solves γ(x, g, h) = 0
for a given error syndrome g and a correction proce-
dure h and Gγ is the set of “left-over-syndromes” g for
which there there exists no pair (x, h) ∈ X×H such that
γ(x, g, h) = 0.
The function c can by viewed as a “classical analysis”
of the received syndromes: The measurement result g is
feeded into a program that checks whether an error x and
a correction operation h is related to g by γ(x, g, h) = 0.
One observes from the properties of the syndrome table
γ that C is an algebra homomorphism. Namely, for each
g ∈ G \ Gγ there exists a unique h(g) ∈ H such that
γ(x, g, h(g)) = 0 holds for some x ∈ X . This implies that
the identity
C(b)(g) =
{
uh(g)bu
∗
h(g) if g ∈ G \Gγ
uιbu
∗
ι if g ∈ Gγ
(6)
is valid for each observable b of the input system.
4We show in Appendix A that each noisy channel T ∈
T is indeed completely corrected by the code (E,D):
Theorem II.1. Let (w, v, u, γ) be an error correcting
scheme and let (E,D) be the error correcting code as-
sociated with it. Then for all T ∈ T the identity
ETD = idB(K) (7)
is valid. In particular, the decoder D is a *-algebra ho-
momorphism4.
III. ERROR CORRECTING SCHEMES FOR
STABILIZER CODES
In the first part of this section, we give a brief review
on the graph code representation of stabilizer codes. The
second part deals with an explicit construction of error
correcting schemes from a given graph code.
A. Stabilizer codes
The classical configuration space of a “digit” is given
by a finite “alphabet” which is a finite field F of order
d5. A classical register is described by its configurations
which are given by tuples qI = (qi|i ∈ I) in the vec-
tor space FI over F. Each position i ∈ I of the register
accepts a letter qi from the alphabet F. The correspond-
ing phase space of a register is modeled by the vector
space ΞI = FI ⊕ FI . The first vector entry of a point
ξI = (pI , qI) ∈ ΞI is interpreted as momentum and the
second entry as the position.
The Hilbert space, describing a quantum register of
qudits, is the space L2(F
I) of complex valued functions
on FI and its complex dimension is d|I| where |I| is the
number of elements in I. The scalar product of two func-
tions ψ1, ψ2 is given by
〈ψ1, ψ2〉 =
∫
dqI ψ¯1(q
I)ψ2(q
I) (8)
where the integration is performed with respect to the
“normalized Haar measure” of the additive group FI .
The shift operator x(qI), associated with position vec-
tor qI , is the unitary operator, which translates a func-
tion ψ ∈ L2(FI) by qI
(x(qI )ψ)(qI1) = ψ(q
I
1 − qI) (9)
4 A *-algebra homomorphism is a D is a linear map that preserves
the multiplicative structure, D(b1b2) = D(b1)D(b2) and the ad-
joint D(b)∗ = D(b∗).
5 For binary systems we are concerned with the field of two ele-
ments F2 = {0, 1}.
and the multiplier operator z(pI), which is associated
with the momentum pI is the unitary multiplication op-
erator, acting on a function ψ ∈ L2(FI) by
(z(pI)ψ)(qI) = χ(pI , qI)ψ(qI) . (10)
The phases χ(pI , qI) form a symmetric bicharacter 6 of
the additive group FI [9].
This allows to assign to each point in phase space
ξI = (pI , qI) ∈ ΞI the unitary “Weyl” operator w(ξI) :=
z(pI)x(qI). The Weyl operators satisfy a discrete version
of the canonical commutation relations
w(ξI1 )w(ξ
I
2 ) = χ(p
I
2, q
I
1)w(ξ
I
1 + ξ
I
2) . (11)
They form a basis for the algebra A(I) of all linear oper-
ators on the Hilbert space L2(F
I). For a subset J ⊂ I of
positions, the Weyl operatorsw(ξJ ) generate sub-algebra
A(J) ⊂ A(I), identifying a quantum sub-register by op-
erating only non-trivially on the positions J .
According to the Weyl commutation relations we ob-
tain an abelian sub-algebra A(Λ) ⊂ A(J), the “stabilizer
algebra”, which is generated by the set of Weyl opera-
tors7 w(ΛJJq
J , qJ), qJ ∈ kerΛIJ . The stabilizer algebra
only depends on the subgraph ΛIJIJ corresponding to the
removing of syndrome vertices. However, the edges that
connect syndrome vertices with others play an impor-
tant role for the representation theory of the stabilizer
algebra and we are concerned with graphs that fulfill the
following list of conditions [10, 11]:
Definition. A weighted graph on the union of input
vertices I, output vertices J , and syndrome vertices L
is called admissible if its adjacency matrix Λ fulfills the
following conditions:
1. The blockmatrix ΛJIL is invertible with an inverse
Λ¯ILJ .
2. There are no edges that connect input and syn-
drome vertices, i.e. the block matrix ΛILIL = 0 van-
ishes.
The figure (FIG. 1), given below, shows two simple
examples for admissible graphs.
Since A(Λ) is an abelian C*-algebra its representation
on L2(F
J) can be decomposed into irreducible represen-
tations. From an admissible graph Λ we construct for
each qL ∈ FL an isometry v[Λ,qL]:L2(FI) → L2(FJ )
which is defined by operating on a vector ψ ∈ L2(FI)
according to:
(v[Λ,−qL]ψ)(q
J ) =
√
d
|I|
∫
dqI τ(Λ, qIJL)ψ(qI) . (12)
6 Let ε:F → U(1) is a faithful character of the additive group
F. Then an appropriate bicharacter χ is defined by χ(pI , qI ) =∏
i
ε(piqi).
7 The following notation is used: For a matrix ΘN
M
and for two
subsets K ⊂ M , L ⊂ N , we write ΘL
K
= (Θ(l, k)|l ∈ L, k ∈ K)
for the corresponding sub-block.
5Output vertices
Input verticesSyndrome vertices
FIG. 1: Examples for admissible graphs that correspond to
[[5, 1, 3]]d stabilizer codes.
The phases τ(Λ, q), q ∈ FIJL, fulfill the relation of a one-
dimensional projective representation: τ(Λ, q1 + q2) =
τ(Λ, q1)τ(Λ, q2)χ(Λq1, q2).
Employing the results of [11], the vectors in the range
of v[Λ,qL] are joint eigenvectors for the stabilizer algebra.
In fact the identity
w(ΛJJq
J , qJ)v[Λ,qL]ψ = τ(Λ, q
JL)v[Λ,qL]ψ (13)
holds for all vectors ψ in the input Hilbert space L2(F
I)
if qJ fulfills the identity ΛIJq
J = 0.
The Kraus operators of channels, that cause decoher-
ence on a certain number t of qudits, are linear combina-
tions of Weyl operators w(ξJ ) for which the phase space
vector ξJ has “weight” less or equal to t. The weight
of a vector ξJ = (ξj |j ∈ J) is the number of non-zero
components ξj 6= 0. We denote by ΞJt the subset of all
phase space vectors with weight less or equal to t.
We say that an admissible graph Λ is associated with
a t-error correcting code if the Knill-Laflamme condition
[15]
v∗[Λ,0L]w(ξ
J
1 )
∗w(ξJ2 )v[Λ,0L] ∈ C1I (14)
holds for all ξJ1 , ξ
J
2 ∈ ΞJt . We recall the result of [9]:
The error correcting code associated with Λ is a t-error
correcting code, if and only if
Λ
J\E
IE q
IE = 0 implies qI = 0 and ΛIEq
E = 0 (15)
is true for all sets E that contain at most 2t elements.
B. Error correcting schemes for t-error correcting
codes
An error-correcting scheme can be constructed from
an admissible graph Λ for a t-error correcting code. It
consists of a unitary error basis wΛ, a complete set of
mutually orthogonal isometries vΛ, a family of unitary
operators uΛ, which implement the correction operation,
and a syndrome table γΛ which relates the error syn-
drome to the correction operation. We construct each of
the four objects sequentially:
1. First, we choose a convenient unitary error ba-
sis wΛ which consists of multiples w[Λ,ξJ ] :=
τ(Λ, qJ )w(ξJ ) of Weyl operators for which the
phase space vector ξJ = (pJ , qJ) ∈ ΞJt has weight
less or equal to t.
2. According to the result of [11], the set vΛ, which
consists of the isometries v[Λ,qL], q
L ∈ FL, form a
complete set of mutually orthogonal isometries.
3. For the correction operation, we just can take all
the Weyl operators uΛ that act on the input Hilbert
space L2(F
I). In other words, uΛ consists of the
Weyl operators u[Λ,ξI ] = w(ξ
I) with ξI ∈ ΞI .
4. As a candidate for a syndrome table, we take the
function γΛ: Ξ
J
t ×FL×ΞI → {0, 1} which is defined
as follows: If the relations
pJ − ΛJIJLqIJL = 0
pI − ΛIJqJ = 0
(16)
are fulfilled then we put γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 0. In all
other cases, we set γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 1.
In fact, we obtain a error correcting scheme by this
construction procedure as we prove in Appendix B:
Theorem III.1. Let Λ be an admissible graph asso-
ciated with a t-error correcting code. Then the four-
tuple (wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ), given above, is an error correcting
scheme.
IV. IMPLEMENTING ERROR CORRECTING
SCHEMES BY A ONE-WAY QUANTUM
COMPUTER
By making use of the results of Section II, we obtain an
explicit expression for the encoding and decoding opera-
tion (EΛ, DΛ) that is associated with the error correcting
scheme (wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ).
After a brief introduction into the basic elementary
operations of one-way quantum computing, we apply the
results of [11] to derive an implementation of both, the
encoding and decoding operation, on a one-way quantum
computer.
6A. One-way quantum computing
We now introduce a class of operations which are
viewed as elementary concerning the concept of one-way
quantum computing. For this purpose it is convenient to
fix one normalized standard vector ΩK ∈ L2(FK) which
we choose to be the constant function on FK . By ap-
plying different multiplier operators, this yields an or-
thonormal basis which consists of the vectors z(pK)ΩK ,
pK ∈ FK . This basis is called the x-basis, which is the
joint eigenbasis of the shift operators. Any other product
basis can by obtained by applying a local unitary oper-
ator UK = ⊗kUk to the x-basis. In particular, the local
Fourier transform FK , which is given by
(FKψ)(p
K) =
√
d
|K|
∫
dqKχ(pK , qK)ψ(qK) (17)
maps transforms the x-basis to the so called z-basis which
is nothing else but the joint eigenbasis of the multiplier
operators.
Local preparation. To each local unitary operator
UI = ⊗i∈IUi we associate the channel E[UI ] which maps
an operator a ∈ A(IJ) to the operator
E[UI ] = Φ
∗
IU
∗
I aUIΦI ∈ A(J) . (18)
Here ΦI is the isometry which assigns to a vector ψ the
tensor product ΦIψ = ψ ⊗ ΩI . The channel E[UI ] de-
scribes the local preparation of each individual qudit at
position i ∈ I in the state UiΦi.
Local measurements. Local measurements are dual to
the local preparation schemes. We associate now to each
local unitary operator UI a channelM[UI ] which maps an
operator valued function a:FI → A(J) to the operator
M[UI ](a) =
∑
pI∈FI
UIz(p
I)ΦI a(p
I) Φ∗Iz(p
I)∗U∗I (19)
in A(IJ). The operators UIz(p
I)ΦI , p
I ∈ FI , are a com-
plete family of mutually orthogonal isometries. This im-
plies, in particular, that M[UI ] is an algebra homomor-
phism. Concerning the Heisenberg picture, this is the
characteristic property of a projection valued measure.
For our purpose, there are two intersting measurement
bases: The x-basis corresponding to UI = 1I and the
z-basis corresponding to UI = FI .
Elementary step of a discrete dynamics. Let Γ be the
adjacency matrix of a weighted graph with vertices K.
We define the unitary multiplication operator u(Γ) ac-
cording to
(u(Γ)ψ)(qK) := τ(Γ, qK)ψ(qK) (20)
which implements an automorphism α[Γ] of A(K) by
mapping an observable a to α[Γ](a) = u(Γ)
∗au(Γ).
Conditional phase space translations. A classical de-
vice which maps a probability distribution on the regis-
ter configurations FL to a probability distribution on the
phase space ΞK is described, in the Heisenberg picture,
by a channel A which maps the classical observable alge-
bra of functions C (ΞK) on phase space ΞK to the algebra
C (FL) of functions on the register configurations FL.
To a classical channel A we associate the conditional
phase space translation C[A] which is a channel that as-
signs to an observable a ∈ A(K) an operator valued func-
tion C[A](a):F
L → A(K) according to
C[A](a)(q
L) =
∑
ξK∈ΞK
A(qL, ξK) w(ξK)aw(ξK)∗ (21)
where the classical channel A acts on a function f ∈
C (ΞK) by (Af)(qL) =
∑
ξK A(q
L, ξK)f(ξK).
B. The encoding operation
The encoding operation, associated with the error cor-
recting scheme (wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ), only depends on the sub-
graph ΛIJIJ of the admissible graph Λ on the union IJ of
input and output vertices. The encoding is implemented
by the single isometric Kraus operator v[Λ,0L]. Thus the
channel EΛ sends an operator a of the output observable
algebra A(J) to the operator
EΛ(a) = v
∗
[Λ,0L] a v[Λ,0L] (22)
of the input algebra. We emphasize here that, in view
of [9], this is nothing else but the graph code which is
associated with the subgraph ΛIJIJ .
We have already shown [11, Corollay VI.4] that each
graph code can be implemented on a one-way quantum
computer in a natural manner. For keeping the paper
self-containt, we reformulate the corollary here by adopt-
ing the notation introduced above:
Corollary IV.1. The encoding channel EΛ fulfills the
identity
EΛ = E[1I ] α[ΛIJ
IJ
] M[1I ] C[AΛ] (23)
where the conditional phase space translation C[AΛ] is as-
sociated with the classical channel AΛ:C (Ξ
J ) → C (FI)
which is given by
(AΛf)(p
I) := f(ΛJJ Λ¯
J
I p
I ,−Λ¯JI pI) (24)
for f ∈ C (ΞJ ).
The statement of Corollary IV.1 [11, Corollay VI.4]
can be rephrased in terms of physical processes: (1) The
output qudits are prepared in the shift invariant state.
(2) One step of the discrete dynamics, associated with
the subgraph ΛIJIJ is applied. (3) The input qudits are
measured in x-basis. (4) Depending on the measurement
outcome, a phase space translation is done. The relation
between the measurement outcome and the phase space
translation is described by the classical device AΛ.
7C. The decoding operation
Theorem II.1 tells us how an appropriate decoder DΛ
can be constructed from the error correcting scheme
(wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ). It is composed of the syndrome mea-
surement operation and a local unitary correction oper-
ation which depends on the syndrome measurement out-
come.
Syndrome measurement. Accordind to the identity
(3), the Kraus operators for the syndrome measurement
operation S[Λ] are given by the adjoints of the isometries
in vΛ. Thus the channel S[Λ] maps an operator valued
function a:FL → A(I) to the operator
S[Λ](a) =
∑
qL∈FL
v[Λ,qL] a(q
L) v∗[Λ,qL] (25)
of the output systemA(J). Concerning the concept of the
one-way quantum computer, the syndrome measurement
can be realized by four elementary operation as we prove
in Appendix C:
Theorem IV.2. The channel S[Λ] fulfills the identity
S[Λ] = E[1IL] α[−Λ] M[1J ] C[A′Λ] M[FL] (26)
where the conditional phase space translation
C[A′
Λ
]:A(IL)→ C (FJL,A(I)) (27)
is associated with the classical channel A′Λ:C (Ξ
IL) →
C (FJ ) that is given by
(A′Λf)(p
J ) := f(0IL, Λ¯ILJ p
J) (28)
for f ∈ C (ΞIL).
We interprete the statement of Theorem IV.2 as fol-
lows: (1) The qudits at the input vertices I and the syn-
drome vertices L are prepared in the shift invariant state.
(2) One elementary step of the dynamics with respect to
the graph −Λ is performed. (3) The output qudits are
measured in x-basis. (4) The measurement outcomes of
the output qudits are completely random and have to be
compensated by a conditional phase space translation as-
sociated with the classical device A′Λ. (5) The syndrome
qudits are measured in z-basis.
The correction operation. If the measurement result
qL of the syndrome measurements is received, a classi-
cal program computes a solution ξIJ = (pIJ , qIJ ) of the
system of equations
pJ − ΛJIJLqIJL = 0J
pI − ΛIJqJ = 0I
(29)
which is equivalent to the condition γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 0.
The phase space vector ξI := (pI , qI) is then the output
of the classical device A′′Λ:C (Ξ
I) → C (FL). By making
use of the identities (4) and (6), the desired correction
operation is just given by the conditional phase space
translation
C[A′′
Λ
]:A(I)→ C (FL,A(I)) (30)
associated with the classical channel A′′Λ.
The decoding operation. Combining Theorem II.1
and Theorem IV.2, the decoding operation DΛ can be
expressed in terms of five elementary operations
DΛ = E[1IL] α[−Λ] M[1J ] C[A′Λ] M[FL] C[A′′Λ] . (31)
The conditional phase space translations C[A′
Λ
] and C[A′′
Λ
]
can be preformed by one single conditional phase space
translation. Namely, we combine the classical channels
A′′Λ and A
′
Λ in the following manner: We build the clas-
sical device BΛ:C (Ξ
I)→ C (FJL) according to
(BΛf)(m
JL) = f(pI , qI + Λ¯IJm
J) (32)
where the phase space vector (pI , qI) is the unique so-
lution of the equation (29) for qL = mL − Λ¯LJmJ and
(pJ , qJ ) ∈ ΞJt . We show in Appendix D that the follow-
ing is true:
Theorem IV.3. Using the notations, introduced above,
the identity
C[A′
Λ
] M[FL] C[A′′Λ] = M[FL] C[BΛ] (33)
holds.
As a direct consequence of Theorem IV.3 we obtain
the corollary:
Corollary IV.4. The decoding operation DΛ, associated
with the error correcting scheme (wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ), fulfills
the identity
DΛ = E[1IL] α[−Λ] M[1J⊗FL] C[BΛ] (34)
where the classical device BΛ is given by (32).
Corollary IV.4 shows that, as the encoding operation,
the decoder can be implemented on a one-way quantum
computer by four elementary steps: (1) The qudits at
the input vertices I and the syndrome vertices L are pre-
pared in the shift invariant state. (2) One elementary
step of the dynamics with respect to the graph −Λ is
performed. (3) The syndrome qudits are measured in z-
basis and the output qudits are measured in x-basis. (4)
Depending on the measurement outcomes of the output
and syndrome qudits a phase space translation is per-
formed, corresponding to the classical device BΛ.
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8APPENDIX A: THE PROOF OF THEOREM II.1
Each channel T ∈ T has a Kraus representation of the
form
T (a) =
∑
(q,x,y)
t¯q,xtq,yw
∗
xawy . (A1)
Thus the composed channel ETD has a Kraus represen-
tation by operators
s(q,y,g,h) =
∑
x
tq,x
√
c(y, g, h) u∗hv
∗
gwxve . (A2)
Let (g(x), h(x)) ∈ G × H be a solution of the equation
γ(x, g(x), h(x)) = 0 we find:
s(q,y,g,h) =
∑
x
tq,x
√
c(y, g, h) u∗hv
∗
gvg(x)uh(x) . (A3)
The isometries in v are mutually orthogonal and we ob-
serve that
u∗hv
∗
gvg(x)uh(x) = u
∗
huh(x)δg,g(x) (A4)
holds. Now γ(y, g, h) = 0 and γ(x, g, h(x)) = 0 imply
that h = h(x) and we conclude that all Kraus operators
s(q,y,g,h) =
√
c(y, g, h)
∑
x
tq,xδg,g(x)δh,h(x)1B(K) (A5)
are multiples of the identity. Hence ETD = idB(K) fol-
lows. 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM III.1
The proof of Theorem III.1 is prepared by showing
three technical lemmas providing several useful relations.
Lemma B.1. Let Λ be an admissible graph. Then the
following is true:
1. For a phase space vector ξI = (pI , qI) ∈ ΞI and a
register configuration qL ∈ FL the identity
v[Λ,qL]w(ξ
I) = τ(Λ, qIL)z(ΛJI q
I)v[Λ,qL]z(p
I) (B1)
holds.
2. For all phase space vectors ξJ = (pJ , qJ) ∈ FJ the
identity
w(ξJ )v[Λ,qL] = τ(Λ, q
J − qL)
× z(pJ − ΛJJqJ )v[Λ,qL]z(−ΛIJqJ) (B2)
holds.
3. For all register configurations qL ∈ FL the identity
v[Λ,qL] = z(Λ
J
Lq
L)v[Λ,0L] (B3)
holds.
Proof. Ad 1. We observe for a vector ψ ∈ L2(FI) and
ξI1 = (p
I
1, q
I
1) and q
L that the identity
[v[Λ,qL]w(ξ
I
1 )ψ](q
J )
=
√
d
|I|
∫
dqIτ(Λ, qIJL + qI1)χ(p
I
1, qI)ψ(q
I) (B4)
is valid for all qJ . Now, we make use of the fact
that the phases τ(Λ, ·) are a one-dimensional projec-
tive representation of FIJL, i.e. τ(Λ, qIJL + qI1) =
τ(Λ, qIJL)χ(ΛIJLq
JL, qI1) holds. This implies, by keeping
in mind that there are no lines which connect syndrome
(input) vertices, that the identity
v[Λ,qL]w(ξ
I
1 )ψ
= τ(Λ, qL + qI1)z(Λ
J
I q
I
1)v[Λ,qL]z(p
I
1)ψ (B5)
is true.
Ad 2. For any vector ψ ∈ L2(FI) and register config-
urations pJ1 , q
J
1 and q
L the identity (B2) is indeed true.
Namely, if we apply the operatorw(ξJ1 )v[Λ,qL] to a vector
ψ ∈ L2(FI), then we find for a register configurations qJ :
[w(ξJ1 )v[Λ,qL]ψ](q
J )
=
√
d
|I|
χ(pJ1 , q
J)
∫
dqIτ(Λ, qIJL − qJ1 )ψ(qI) . (B6)
We rewrite the product of phases χ(pJ1 , q
J)τ(Λ, qIJL−qJ1 )
as a product of four phases according to
χ(pJ1 , q
J)τ(Λ, qIJL − qJ1 ) = τ(Λ, qJ1 − qL)
× χ(qJ , pJ1 − ΛJJqJ1 )τ(Λ, qIJL)χ(−ΛIJqJ1 , qI) . (B7)
By means of this decomposition, the vector
w(ξJ1 )v[Λ,qL]ψ can be obtained by the following se-
quence of operations: First we apply the multiplier
operator ψ 7→ ψ1 := z(−ΛIJqJ1 )ψ which corresponds to
multiplying the phases χ(−ΛIJqJ1 , qI) for all qI . Then
we apply the isometry ψ1 7→ ψ2 := v[Λ,qL]ψ1 which
corresponds to multiplying the phases τ(Λ, qIJL) and
integrating over the qI variables. In the next step, the
multiplier ψ2 7→ ψ3 := z(pJ1 − ΛJJqJ1 )ψ2 is performed
due to multiplication by the phases χ(qJ , pJ1 − ΛJJqJ1 ).
Finally, the constant phase τ(Λ, qJ1 − qL) is left and we
obtain the desired identity
w(ξJ1 )v[Λ,qL]ψ = τ(Λ, q
J
1 − qL)ψ3
= τ(Λ, qJ1 − qL)z(pJ1 − ΛJJqJ1 )v[Λ,qL]z(−ΛIJqJ1 )ψ . (B8)
Ad 3. In order to express the isometry v[Λ,qL] in terms of
the isometry v[Λ,0L], we first consider v[Λ,qL]ψ ∈ L2(FJ )
at qJ :
[v[Λ,qL]ψ](q
J ) =
√
d
|I|
∫
dqIτ(Λ, qIJL)ψ(qI) . (B9)
9The phase τ(Λ, qIJL) can be written as a product of three
phases
τ(Λ, qIJL) = χ(qJ ,ΛJLq
L)τ(Λ, qIJ )χ(qI ,ΛILq
L) . (B10)
Multiplying the value ψ(qI) with χ(qI ,ΛILq
L) corre-
sponds to an application of the multiplier operator
z(ΛILq
L). Multiplying the phase τ(Λ, qIJ ) and integrat-
ing the qI variables is nothing else but the applying the
isometry v[Λ,0L]. Finally the multiplication by the phase
χ(qJ ,ΛJLq
L) is an application of the multiplier operator
z(ΛJLq
L). Hence we get the desired result
v[Λ,qL]ψ = z(Λ
J
Lq
L)v[Λ,0L]ψ (B11)
and the identity (B3) follows.
Lemma B.2. Let Λ be an admissible graph with input
vertices I, output vertices J , and syndrome vertices L.
Then the identity
w[Λ,ξJ ]v[Λ,0L] = v[Λ,qL]u[Λ,ξI ] (B12)
is valid if γ(ξJ , qL, ξI) = 0 holds.
Proof. According to Lemma B.1, we conclude from (B1)
that
w[Λ,ξJ ]v[Λ,0L] = τ(−Λ, qJ )w(ξJ )v[Λ,0L]
= z(pJ − ΛJJqJ)v[Λ,0L]z(ΛIJqJ ) (B13)
holds for all phase space vectors ξJ = (pJ , qJ ). By (B3),
we express the isometry v[Λ,0L] in terms of v[Λ,qL] which
yields
w[Λ,ξJ ]v[Λ,0L] = z(p
J − ΛJJqJ − ΛJLqL)v[Λ,qL]
× z(ΛIJqJ ) (B14)
where we have used the assumption that ΛIL = 0. Ap-
plying the identity (B1) implies that
w[Λ,ξJ ]v[Λ,0L] = z(p
J − ΛJIJLqIJL)v[Λ,qL]
×w(ΛIJqJ , qI) (B15)
is true. Now, the condition γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 0 implies
(B12) since then pJ −ΛJIJLqIJL = 0J and pI = ΛIJqJ are
valid.
Lemma B.3. Let Λ be an admissible graph which is as-
sociated with a t-error correcting code, then the following
is true:
1. For each ξJ ∈ ΞJ there exist qL ∈ FL and ξI ∈ ΞI
such that γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 0.
2. If the identity
γΛ(ξ
J
1 , q
L, ξI1) = γΛ(ξ
J
2 , q
L, ξI2) = 0 (B16)
hold for ξJ1 , ξ
J
2 ∈ ΞJt and qL ∈ Fd, then ξI1 = ξI2
follows.
Proof. Ad 1.: We first observe that, according to our
assumptions, the block matrix ΛJIL has an inverse Λ¯
IL
J .
Then the system of equations (16) is equivalent to
qIL = Λ¯ILJ [p
J − ΛJJqJ ]
pI = ΛIJq
J
. (B17)
Ad 2.: Suppose that the identities γ(ξJi , q
L, ξIi ) = 0, i =
1, 2, hold, then we conclude that
pJ1 − p2J − ΛJIJ(qIJ1 − qIJ2 ) = 0
and
pI1 − pI2 − ΛIJ(qJ1 − qJ2 ) = 0
(B18)
is valid. If ξJ1 , ξ
J
2 ∈ ΞJt have weight smaller or equal
than t, then there exists a subset E ⊂ J with at most 2t
elements with ξJi = ξ
E
i , i = 1, 2. In this case, (B18) is
equivalent to
pE1 − pE2 − ΛEIE(qIE1 − qIE2 ) = 0
and
Λ
J\E
IE (q
IE
1 − qIE2 ) = 0
and
pI1 − pI2 − ΛIE(qE1 − qE2 ) = 0
(B19)
Since Λ is associated with a t-error correcting code, qI1 −
qI2 = 0 and Λ
I
E(q
E
1 − qE2 ) = 0 follows. Thus we obtain
from (B19) that pI1 = p
I
2, i.e. ξ
I
1 = ξ
I
2 .
Proof of Theorem III.1. As described in Subsec-
tion III B, we construct from an admissible graph
Λ a unitary error basis wΛ, a complete set of mutually
orthogonal isometries vΛ, a set of unitary correction
operations uΛ, and a candidate for syndrome table γΛ.
According to Lemma B.2 and Lemma B.3, the four-
tuple (wΛ, vΛ, uΛ, γΛ) satisfies the defining properties of
an error correcting scheme which have been introduced
in Subsection IIA.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM IV.2
Let Λ be an admissible graph with input vertices I,
output vertices J , and syndrome vertices L. Since the
block matrix ΛILJ is invertible, the weighted graph −Λ
can be regarded as “basic graph”8 with input vertices J
and output vertices IL and an empty set of measuring
vertices. According to [11], the operation
S′[Λ] := E[1IL] α[−Λ] M[1J ] C[A′Λ] (C1)
8 A basic graph Γ lives on input vertices I output vertices J and
measuring vertices K. Its defining condition is that the block
matrix ΓJK
IK
has maximal rank.
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is implemented by a single unitary Kraus operator
u[−Λ,J] which acts on L2(FJ ) according to
(u[−Λ,J]ψ)(qIL)
=
√
d
|IL|
∫
dqJτ(−Λ, qIJL)ψ(qJ ) (C2)
The Kraus representation for the measurement M[FL]
of the syndrome qudits is given in terms of the co-
isometries Φ∗Lz(q
L)∗F ∗L = Φ
∗
LF
∗
Lx(q
L)∗, qL ∈ FL.
One easily observes for a vector ψ ∈ L2(FIL) that
(Φ∗LF
∗
Lx(q
L)ψ)(qI) =
√
d
−|L|
ψ(qIL) holds for all qI ∈ FI .
As a consequence we find
(Φ∗LF
∗
Lx(−qL)∗u[−Λ,J]ψ)(qI)
=
√
d
|I|
∫
dqJτ(−Λ, qIJL)ψ(qJ ) (C3)
which implies Φ∗LF
∗
Lx(q
L)∗u[−Λ,J] = v∗[Λ,qL]. The syn-
drome measurement is implemented by the co-isometries
v∗[Λ,qL], q
L ∈ FL, and we conclude that the desired iden-
tity
S[Λ] = E[1IL] α[−Λ] M[1J ] C[A′Λ] M[FL] (C4)
is satisfied. 
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF THEOREM IV.3
We first observe that the channel C[A′
Λ
] M[FL] C[A′′Λ],
which maps observables of the input system A(I) to
A(IL)-valued functions on FJ , has a Kraus representa-
tion by the operators
r[mJ ,qL] := w(ξ
I
[qL])
∗Φ∗LF
∗
Lx(q
L)∗x(Λ¯ILJ m
J)∗ (D1)
where ξI[qL] is defined by the syndrome table γΛ: If
there exists a phase space vectors ξJ ∈ ΞJt and ξI with
γΛ(ξ
J , qL, ξI) = 0, then we define ξI[qL] := ξ
I . Since γΛ
is a syndrome table, the vector ξI[qL] = ξ
I is uniquely de-
termined by the error syndrome qL. If there is no phase
space vector ξJ ∈ ΞJt with γΛ(ξJ , qL, ξI) = 0, then we
put ξI[qL] := 0
I .
On the other hand, the channel M[FL] C[BΛ] has a
Kraus representation by operators
r′[mJ ,mL] = Φ
∗
LF
∗
Lx(m
L)w(pI , qI + Λ¯IJm
J)∗ (D2)
where the phase space vector ξI = (pI , qI) is given by
ξI = ξI
[mL−Λ¯L
J
mJ ]
. The Weyl operator w(ξI)∗ commutes
with the co-isometry Φ∗LF
∗
L which implies that the iden-
tity r[mJ ,qL] = r
′
[mJ ,mL] holds for q
L = mL−Λ¯LJmJ . This
implies the theorem. 
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